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GSS Index Managed Models – Annual Asset Allocation Review & 
Re-weight February 2023 

This document is for general use. Modification of content is prohibited unless you have Netwealth’s 
express prior written consent. 
 

The GSS Index Models use a strategic asset allocation to determine the percentage weights to each 
underlying asset class. Strategic asset allocation (‘SAA’) takes a long-term view to determine 
appropriate weights to each asset class and typically, are stable through the economic cycle. The key 
input to determining the SAA are the capital market assumptions (‘CMA’s’). CMA’s include forward 
looking assumptions on economic growth, inflation and interest rates, currencies and asset class 
valuations. 

The SAA is reviewed yearly by the appointed investment consultant, BlackRock Investment 
Management (Australia) Limited (‘BlackRock’), and this was recently completed in February 2023. As a 
result, the models were re-balanced to reflect the updated SAA as detailed below. 

Asset class GSS 
Conservative 
Index Model 

GSS Balanced 
Index Model 

GSS Growth 
Index Model 

GSS High 
Growth Index 
Model 

GSS Total 
Growth Index 
Model 

Australian 
equities 

11 19 27 32 37 

International 
equities - 
unhedged 

16.5 27 37 45 51 

International 
equities - 
hedged 

2.5 4 6 8 10 

Australian 
property 

0 0 0 0 0 

Australian 
fixed interest 

29 20.5 12.5 7.7 0 

International 
fixed interest 

33 21.5 13 4.3 0 

Cash 8 8 4.5 3 2 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 

 

SAA Changes 
In the SAA review for 2023, BlackRock observed some modest changes in the CMAs as it relates to 
equity, cash and fixed income forecasts. The following summarises the key changes made to the SAA: 
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 Increased the Australian equities exposure and reduced exposure to unhedged international 
equities. This change was driven by favourable changes in the CMAs for Australian equities, with 
improved longer-term expected returns on the back of higher dividend yields and better valuations. 

 Slightly increased the exposure to hedged international equities in order to increase the portfolio’s 
currency hedge ratio. A higher currency hedge ratio would better protect the value of the portfolio 
if Australian dollar strengthens. 

 Within fixed income, there is an increased exposure to Australian fixed interest which was funded 
out of cash. This change was driven by more favourable capital market assumptions for Australian 
bonds with higher expected long-term returns on the back of higher yields for this asset class. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This information has been prepared and issued by Netwealth Investments Limited (Netwealth), ABN 85 090 569 109, 
AFSL 230975. It contains factual information and has been prepared without taking into account your individual 
objectives, financial situation or needs. The information provided is not intended to be a substitute for professional 
financial product advice and you should determine its appropriateness having regard to your particular 
circumstances. The relevant disclosure document should be obtained from Netwealth and considered before 
deciding whether to acquire, dispose of, or to continue to hold, an investment in any Netwealth product. You should 
obtain a copy of the product disclosure statement for full details of the fees and costs. 


